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ON RADON MEASURES INVARIANT UNDER
HOROSPHERICAL FLOWS ON GEOMETRICALLY
INFINITE QUOTIENTS
OR LANDESBERG AND ELON LINDENSTRAUSS
Abstract. We consider a locally finite (Radon) measure on SO`pd, 1q{Γ
invariant under a horospherical subgroup of SO`pd, 1q where Γ is a discrete,
but not necessarily geometrically finite, subgroup. We show that whenever
the measure does not observe any additional invariance properties then it
must be supported on a set of points with geometrically degenerate tra-
jectories under the corresponding contracting 1-parameter diagonalizable
flow (geodesic flow).
1. Introduction and Statement of Results
Consider a geometrically infinite discrete subgroup Γ of G “ SO`pd, 1q, the
group of orientation preserving isometries of the hyperbolic d-space Hd. We
study the locally finite horospherical invariant measures on G{Γ.
Classification of invariant measures under horospherical flows on hyperbolic
manifolds has a long history beginning with Furstenberg’s proof of unique
ergodicity of the horocycle flow on compact hyperbolic surfaces [7]. More
generally, finite measures on G{Γ which are invariant and ergodic under the
horospherical flow are either supported on periodic horospheres bounding a
cusp or are equal to the volume measure (which therefore must be finite). This
was shown by Dani [6] and Veech [23] for G{Γ of finite volume; for general
quotients this result is a special case of Ratner’s measure classification theorem
[17]. However, when considering G{Γ with infinite volume the natural measure
classification question is not classifying finite measures but rather that of
classifying locally finite, a.k.a. Radon, measures.
When considering Radon measures there is a clear distinction between ge-
ometrically finite and geometrically infinite discrete subgroups. The cusps of
geometrically finite manifolds are somewhat more complicated than that of
finite volume manifolds, as they may have non-maximal rank. We say an orbit
of the horospherical flow on G{Γ bounds a cusp if its projection to the corre-
sponding hyperbolic orbifold Hd{Γ is the boundary of a horoball emanating
from one of the cusps of Hd{Γ. Equivalently, a horospherical orbit bounds a
cusp if its orbit under the one-parameter R-split group contracting the horo-
sphere tends to a parabolic limit point of Γ — see §5.3. This is the natural
generalization of periodic orbits of the a horosphere on finite volume quotients
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of G, and somewhat loosely we shall say a measure on G{Γ is non-periodic if
it gives zero measure to the horospheres bounding a cusp.
Geometrically finite manifolds turn out to exhibit a unique recurrent and
non-periodic horospherical invariant Radon measure. This result is due to
Roblin [19] over the unit tangent bundle, extending earlier work by Burger
[3], and due to Winter [24] over the full frame bundle.
It was discovered by Babillot and Ledrappier [2] that there is no such unique-
ness phenomenon in the geometrically infinite setting. In particular, Babillot
and Ledrappier showed that Abelian covers of compact hyperbolic surfaces
support an uncountable family of horocycle invariant ergodic and recurrent
Radon measures. Sarig [20] showed that the class of measures constructed by
Babillot and Ledrappier are the only horocycle invariant Radon measures on
Abelian covers of compact surfaces. Later Ledrappier and Sarig [11] extended
the measure classification result to all regular covers of finite volume surfaces
(though in this case the classification one gets is somewhat less explicit, simi-
lar to the measure classification results we give here; see §5.2). Ledrappier [10]
extended these results to the unit tangent bundle of normal covers of compact
manifolds of variable negative curvature and arbitrary dimension. Oh and
Pan [15] recently strengthened Ledrappier’s result to address the horospher-
ical flow over the full frame bundle of Abelian covers of compact hyperbolic
manifolds of arbitrary dimension.
A key step in all the above is obtaining additional invariance properties of
the given horospherically invariant measure, specifically proving that in the
cases considered by these authors such measures (unless periodic) are quasi-
invariant with respect to the geodesic flow.
Let tatutPR denote the 1-parameter R-diagonal group in G and let U ă G
be the associated unstable horospherical subgroup. The flow given by at on
G{Γ projects to the geodesic flow on the unit tangent bundle of Hd{Γ. Denote
by NGpUq the normalizer of U in G. One consequence of our main result is
the following:
Corollary 1.1. Let Γ0 be a geometrically finite Zariski dense discrete subgroup
of G and let teu ‰ Γ ⊳ Γ0, i.e. G{Γ is a regular cover of G{Γ0. Let µ be a
U-ergodic and invariant Radon measure on G{Γ. Then one of the following
three possibilities holds:
(1) µ is supported on a wandering horosphere.
(2) µ is supported on a lift to G{Γ of a horosphere in G{Γ0 bounding a cusp.
(3) µ is NGpUq-quasi-invariant.
Note that this result is new even in the case of d “ 2.
More generally, we aim to understand what conditions on Γ or µ, a horo-
spherically invariant Radon measure, imply NGpUq-quasi-invariance. Inspired
by Sarig’s results on “weakly tame” surfaces [21], we give a general condition
for quasi-invariance depending on the geometric “scenery” encountered by ge-
odesic rays ta´txutě0 for µ-a.e. x P G{Γ. This relation between the geometric
scenery encountered and the invariance properties of µ is exemplified in the
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following statement, proven in §5.4, which is a special case of Theorem 1.3
below:
Corollary 1.2. Let Γ ă SO`pd, 1q be a purely-hyperbolic discrete subgroup
(we use the term hyperbolic to refer to loxodromic elements as well) whose
length spectrum ℓpΓq is bounded away from 0, i.e. inf ℓpΓq ą 0. Let µ be any
U-ergodic and invariant Radon measure on G{Γ.
Then at least one of the following holds:
(1) µ is quasi-invariant under some hyperbolic element of NGpUq.
(2) limtÑ8 radinjpa´txq “ 8 for µ-a.e. x.
Where radinjpyq is the supremal injectivity radius at the point y P G{Γ.
We note that this result is somewhat reminiscent to a result in the topological
category by Maucourant and Schapira ([13, Cor. 3.2]) classifying points in
G{Γ whose U -orbits are dense in the non-wandering set for U .
In this paper we give a sufficient condition for NGpUq-quasi-invariance ap-
plicable to horospherical flows over the frame bundle of a wide variety of
hyperbolic manifolds of arbitrary dimension.
While heavily inspired by Ledrappier and Sarig, our proof uses a signifi-
cantly different approach, one which does not rely on any symbolic represen-
tation of the dynamics at hand. In particular, we give a new proof of Sarig’s
quasi-invariance result for weakly tame surfaces [21], as well as [11]. Our
starting point is an insight that we learned from Ratner’s proof of the horocy-
cle measure classification theorem in her expository paper [18] which roughly
states that whenever a´tx « a´ty then the respective ergodic averages at x
and y of scale et satisfy
e´tpd´1q
ż
atB
U
1
a´t
fpuxqdu « e´tpd´1q
ż
atB
U
1
a´t
fpuyqdu,
where BU1 denotes a unit ball around the identity e in U . We adapt this argu-
ment to suit the infinite measure setting and make crucial use of Hochman’s
multiparameter ratio ergodic theorem [8].
1.1. Statement of the Main Results. Let G “ SO`pd, 1q be the group
of orientation preserving isometries of hyperbolic d-space, equipped with a
right-invariant metric. We shall make use of the following subgroups of G:
‚ A “ tatutPR — the Cartan subgroup.
‚ U “ tu : a´tuat Ñ e as tÑ8u — the unstable horospherical subgroup.
‚ N — the stable horospherical subgroup.
‚ K – SOpdq — the maximal compact subgroup.
‚ M “ ZKpAq — the centralizer of A in K.
The normalizer of U in G is NGpUq “ MAU . Given a discrete subgroup
Γ ă G, the space G{Γ is identified with the frame bundle FHd{Γ. The left
action of A on G{Γ corresponds to the geodesic frame flow on FHd{Γ and the
action of M corresponds to a rotation of the frames around the direction of
the geodesic.
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Given a U -ergodic and invariant Radon measure (e.i.r.m.) µ on G{Γ denote
by Hµ the stabilizer in MA of the measure class of µ, i.e.
Hµ “ StabMAprµsq “ ta
1 PMA : a1.µ „ µu.
Note that Hµ is a closed subgroup of MA.
Definition 1.1. Given any hyperbolic element γ P G define
αpγq “ a1 PMA
whenever the following two conditions hold:
(1) u0γ “ n0a
1u0 for some u0 P U and n0 P N .
(2) }pa1q´1ua1}U ă }u}U for all u P U .
Where } ¨ }U is some fixed bi-invariant metric on the group U . Set αpγq “ e
whenever such a1, n0, u0 do not exist or whenever γ is non-hyperbolic (i.e.
elliptic or parabolic).
The map α is well defined and may be thought of as a map associating to
a hyperbolic element γ a specific representative to the action of γ on its axis
in the hyperbolic frame bundle FHd. See §3 for further discussion.
We can now state our main theorem:
Theorem 1.3. Let Γ ă G be any discrete subgroup. Let µ be a U-e.i.r.m. on
G{Γ, then
α
˜
8č
n“1
ď
těn
a´tgΓg´1at
¸
Ď Hµ for µ-a.e. gΓ.
Given x “ gΓ P G{Γ denote
Sx “
8č
n“1
ď
těn
a´tgΓg´1at.
Recall that a´tgΓg
´1at is the stabilizer of the point a´tx in G{Γ. Hence Sx
may be viewed as the set of accumulation points of elements of Γ as “seen”
from the viewpoint of the geodesic ray ta´txutě0.
Note that the map x ÞÑ Sx is U -invariant, i.e. Su.x “ Sx for any u P U .
It is also measurable, as a map into the space of closed subsets of G. Hence
given an ergodic measure µ, there exists Sµ Ă G satisfying
Sx “ Sµ for µ-a.e. x P G{Γ.
Thus an equivalent formulation of Theorem 1.3:
Theorem (Alternative formulation of Theorem 1.3). Let Γ ă G be any dis-
crete subgroup. Let µ be a U-e.i.r.m. on G{Γ, then αpSµq Ď Hµ.
We derive the following condition for MA-quasi-invariance:
Corollary 1.4. Let Γ be any discrete subgroup of G and let µ be any U-
e.i.r.m. on G{Γ. If Sµ contains a Zariski dense subgroup of G then µ is
MA-quasi-invariant.
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As in [1, 3, 11, 21], such quasi-invariance implies a representation of the
above invariant measures using Γ-conformal measures on the boundary Sd´1
of Hd: any U -e.i.r.m. on G{Γ which is MA-quasi-invariant lifts to a measure
µ˜ on G presented in Sd´1 ˆM ˆ Aˆ U coordinates as:
dµ˜ “ eβtdνdmdtdu
where ν is a Γ-conformal measure with parameter β on Sd´1; see §5.2.
1.2. Structure of the Paper. The paper is organized as follows — Section 2
presents some of the main ideas of the proof in an illustrative special case.
Sections 3 and 4 contain the proof of Theorem 1.3. In Section 5 we deduce
corollaries 1.1, 1.2 and 1.4 from our main result.
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2. Special case of Theorem 1.3
An important ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.3 is the ratio ergodic
theorem for non-singular actions of Rn, proven by Hopf for n “ 1 and by
Hochman [8] for all n:
Theorem 2.1 (Ratio Ergodic Theorem - Hochman). Let } ¨ } be any norm on
Rn and let pusq be a free, non-singular and ergodic R
n-action on a standard
σ-finite measure space pX, µq. Given any f, h P L1pXq with
ş
hdµ ‰ 0:ş
}s}ăS
fpusxqdsş
}s}ăS
hpusxqds
ÝÑ
SÑ8
ş
fdµş
hdµ
µ-almost surely.
Definition 2.1. A point x P G{Γ is called µ-generic if it satisfies the ratio
ergodic theorem for µ w.r.t all functions in CcpG{Γq, i.e. ifş
}u}ăS
fpuxqduş
}u}ăS
gpuxqdu
ÝÑ
SÑ8
ş
fdµş
gdµ
for all f, g P CcpG{Γq with
ş
gdµ ‰ 0.
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Figure 1
Note that the separability of CcpG{Γq implies µ-a.e. x P G{Γ is µ-generic.
A particularly illuminating special case of our main result is the case when
for µ-a.e. x the geodesic ray pa´txqtą0 enters arbitrarily small neighborhoods
of closed geodesics of some approximate fixed type a1 P MA r M . More
precisely, whenever for µ-a.e. x “ gΓ there exist sequences tn Ñ 8 and
γn P a´tngΓg
´1atn satisfying γn Ñ a
1.
At the heart of the proof is the following observation - If the points a´tx
and a´ty are close then the ergodic U -averages of scale Ce
t around x and y are
also close (in an appropriate sense; see Figure 1). For any f P CcpG{Γq, taking
y “ a1x, arbitrarily large t and using the fact that a1 centralizes at forces the
ergodic averages of f and f ˝a1 to be comparable, implying a1-quasi-invariance.
Proposition 2.2 (Special case). Let µ be a U-e.i.r.m on G{Γ. Assume that
a1 P Sµ X pMArMq then a
1 P Hµ.
Lemma 2.3. Let a1 PMA and 0 ă ε with BMAε pa
1q XHµ “ H. Then for any
0 ă η there exists a function 0 ď f P C1c pG{Γq with
ş
fdµ ą 0 andş
fKdµş
fdµ
ă η
where
fKpxq “ maxtfpvℓxq : v P B
N
δ peq, ℓ P B
MA
ε pa
1qu
for some δ “ δpη, fq.
Proof. Given any µ-generic point x P G{Γ and any element ℓ in the normalizer
of U , the point ℓx is ℓ.µ-generic. Let K be any compact set of positive µ-
measure consisting of µ-generic points, by the above observation we get that
the set
KK “
ď
ℓPBMAε pa
1q
ℓ´1K
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satisfies KK XK “ H. Taking χK ď f ď 1 with
ş
pf ´ χKqdµ ă
η
2
µpKq and
taking 0 ă δ sufficiently small ensures the function
fK “ maxtfpvℓxq : v P B
N
δ peq, ℓ P B
MA
ε pa
1qu
is very close to χKK and satisfies
ş
fKdµ ă ηµpKq, as required. 
Proof of Proposition 2.2. The group Hµ is closed in MA since
Hµ “
č
f,gPCcpXq
tℓ PMA : ℓ.µpfq ¨ µpgq “ µpfq ¨ ℓ.µpgqu .
Assume by contradiction that a1 R Hµ, then there exists an 0 ă ε for which
BMAε pa
1q X Hµ “ H. The groups U and R
d´1 are isomorphic as Lie groups
via a map s ÞÑ upsq. Conjugation by a1 induces a similarity map kO on Rd´1,
where O P SOpd´ 1q and 0 ă k. Both Sµ and Hµ are closed under inversion
hence we may assume without loss of generality that
pa1q´1upsqa1 “ upkOsq
is contracting, i.e k ă 1.
Let f, fK be the functions constructed in Lemma 2.3 for η ă
k
4
and ε. Let
x “ gΓ be a µ-generic point with a1 P Sx. By the definition of Sx there exist
sequences tn Ñ8 and γn Ñ a
1 for which
(2.1) pa´tngq
´1γnpa´tngq P Γ.
Note that all s P Rd´1 satisfy
upsqγn Ñ upsqa
1 “ a1upkOsq P NMAU
where the set NMAU is open in G. Let B be the open unit ball in Rd´1 (the
specific norm is irrelevant), one can define smooth functions
ϕn : B Ñ R
d´1 , vn : B Ñ N and ℓn : B ÑMA
satisfying for all large n that
upsqγn “ vnpsqℓnpsqupϕnpsqq
and consequently
upetnsqgΓ “ atnupsqa´tngΓ
p2.1q
“ atnpupsqγnqa´tngΓ “
“ atnvnpsqℓnpsqupϕnpsqqa´tngΓ “
“ patnvnpsqa´tnqℓnpsqupe
tnϕnpsqqgΓ.
The map vn uniformly tends to e on B while the conjugation atnvnpsqa´tn
further contracts this term. Hence
(2.2) dG{Γ
`
upetnsqx, a1upetnϕnpsqqx
˘
ă mintδ, εu
for all large n, where δ is the constant in the construction of fK in Lemma 2.3.
This implies the inequality
(2.3) fpupetnsqxq ď fKpupe
tnϕnpsqqq
for all s P B.
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Note that while contracting the errors in NMA, conjugation by atn expands
the U -direction. In particular, it is not necessarily true that etnϕn is pointwise
close to etnkO. Despite of this, integration over all of B under these two
changes of variables is in fact comparable. More precisely, since ϕn Ñ kO
uniformly on B we know
(2.4) |Jacspϕnq| ą
1
2
k
and
(2.5) ϕnpBq Ă B
for all large n, where Jacsphq denotes the Jacobian of the function h at the
point s. This impliesż
etnB
fpupsqxqds “ etn
ż
B
fpupetnsqxqds
p2.3q
ď etn
ż
B
fKpupe
tnϕnpsqqxqds
p2.4q
ď 2k´1
ż
etnϕnpBq
fKpupsqxqds
p2.5q
ď 2k´1
ż
etnB
fKpupsqxqds.
In conclusion, we have shown that for all large n
1 “
ş
}s}ăetn
fpupsqxqdsş
}s}ăetn
fpupsqxqds
ď 2k´1
ş
}s}ăetn
fKpupsqxqdsş
}s}ăetn
fpupsqxqds
which is in contradiction to the ratio ergodic theorem and the choice of η. 
3. The Horosphere Reparameterization Map
Let P “ NMA be a minimal parabolic subgroup of G. Let π : GÑ P zG be
the projection onto P zG –MzK – Sd´1. Identifying G with FHd, the frame
bundle of hyperbolic d-space, this quotient map corresponds to the projection
of frames onto the limit points in BHd they tend to under the geodesic flow at
as tÑ `8.
Let ω P G be any representative of the non-trivial coset in the Weyl group
of G, i.e e ‰ rωs P W “ CGpAqzNGpAq – Z2 and Pω ‰ P . Using the fact
that ωNω “ U one can reformulate the Bruhat decomposition of G as
G “ Gω “ pPωP Y¨ P qω “ PU Y¨ Pω
where PU is a Zariski open set in G. Note that U X P “ teu implying that
the restricted function
π|U : U Ñ pP zGqr tPωu
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is a bijection. Any element γ P G acts by right multiplication on P zG – Sd´1
as a Mo¨bius transformation. This action commutes with π therefore any
horosphere Uγ projects injectively via π onto pP zGqr tPωγu. Let
vγ “ pπ|Uq
´1pPωγ´1q
be the point in U satisfying πpvγγq “ Pω, whenever such point exists.
Denote by ι : NˆMAˆU ãÑ G the multiplication map pn,ma, uq ÞÑ nmau.
This map is an injective diffeomorphism onto its image PU .
Let Φ “ pΦN ,ΦMA,ΦUq be the following smooth map
Φ : Gˆ U r tpg, vgqugPG Ñ N ˆMA ˆ U
defined by
Φpγ, uq “ ι´1puγq.
Note that for any point gΓ P G{Γ, any element γ1 P Γ and corresponding
γ “ gγ1g´1 P StabGpgΓq,
the following identity holds for all u P U in the domain of definition of Φ:
ugΓ “ uγgΓ “ ΦNpγ, uqΦMApγ, uqΦUpγ, uqgΓ.
Therefore Φ may be viewed as a reparameterization map for the horospherical
orbit UgΓ in G{Γ.
Corresponding to any hyperbolic (loxodromic) γ P G there exist two distinct
fixed points for the action of γ on P zG by Pg ÞÑ Pgγ, one attracting fixed
point and one repelling fixed point. Let Pk´γ be the attracting fixed point of
γ, then the map γ ÞÑ Pk´γ defined on the open subset of hyperbolic elements
in G is continuous. For any hyperbolic γ with Pk´γ ‰ Pω denote
uγ “ pπ|Uq
´1pPk´γ q
Since πpuγγq “ πpuγq one has ΦUpγ, uγq “ uγ and
(3.1) uγγ “ ΦN pγ, uγqΦMApγ, uγquγ
in which case
αpγq “ ΦMApγ, uγq
as in Definition 1.1.
Whenever Pk´γ “ Pω then Pk
´
γ´1
‰ Pω, therefore given any hyperbolic
element γ, amongst αpγq and αpγ´1q at least one is non-trivial.
The element αpγq P MA is a conjugate of γ representing the action along
its axis in FHd. Indeed, (3.1) implies
(3.2) Dn P N αpγq “ pnuγqγpnuγq
´1.
Fix some bi-invariant metrics on U,N and MA and denote BUr , B
N
r , B
MA
r
the open balls of radius r around the identity in these groups respectively. As
before, let JacupF q denote the Jacobian of the function F at the point u.
Lemma 3.1. Let γ0 be any hyperbolic element of G. Let Pk
´
γ0
and Pk`γ0 be the
attracting and repelling fixed points for γ0 in P zG respectively. If Pk
´
γ0
‰ Pω
and Pk`γ0 ‰ P then for any ε there exist:
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‚ an open neighborhood V0 Ă G of γ0
‚ constants k P N, 0 ă c, 0 ă R
‚ balls D and I around e in U
such that for any γ P V0:
(1) the map Φpγk, ¨q is defined and smooth on D
(2) the map Φpγ, ¨q is defined and smooth on E “ I ¨ ΦUpγ
k, Dq
(3) BUcr Ď ΦUpγ
k, BUr q ¨ pΦUpγ
k, eqq´1 Ď BUr for all r ą 0 satisfying B
U
r Ď D
(4) @u P E @v P D c ă |JacupΦUpγ, ¨qq| ă 1 and c ă |JacvpΦU pγ
k, ¨qq| ă 1
(5) Φpγk, Dq Ď BNR ˆB
MA
R ˆB
U
R
(6) Φpγ, Eq Ď BNR ˆB
MA
R ˆB
U
R
and moreover:
(7) ΦMApγ, Eq Ď B
MA
ε pαpγ0qq, where B
MA
ε pαpγ0qq denotes the ball of radius
ε around αpγ0q in MA
(8) @v P D ΦUpγ, I ¨ ΦU pγ
k, vqq Ď I ¨ ΦUpγ
k, vq
Proof. Use the map π|U to induce a metric dπ onto pP zGqr tPωu so that for
any Pg ‰ Pω and 0 ă r,
Bdpir pPgq “ π
`
BUr
`
pπ|Uq
´1pPgq
˘˘
.
•Pk´γ
•Pk`γ
¨P
P¨ω
U
γk
D
Ò
e
Ò
v
Ò
Φ
U pγ k
, vq
I
Figure 2. Lemma 3.1 in the hyperbolic ball model. Here we
identify P zG with BH3 “ S2, and the subgroup U with the
image of Ue under the projection GÑ T 1H3 to the unit tangent
bundle of H3.
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Let R : G
œ
P zG be the smooth (contravariant) action on P zG by right
multiplication Rγ : Pg ÞÑ Pgγ. Since Rγ0 contract points near k
´
γ0
, there exist
0 ă r1 ă r2 and a neighborhood V1 Ă G of γ0, satisfying for every γ P V1
RγpB
dpi
r2
pPk´γ0qq Ď B
dpi
r1
pPk´γ0q.
Moreover, we can choose r2 small enough so that
Pωγ´1 R Bdpir2 pPk
´
γ0
q.
Since Pk`γ0 ‰ P ,
Pγℓ0 Ñ Pk
´
γ0
and Pωγ´ℓ0 Ñ Pk
`
γ0
as ℓÑ8.
Hence there exist 0 ă ρ, k and a neighborhood V0 Ă V1 of γ0 satisfying for
every γ P V0 and every Pg P B
dpi
ρ pP q
Bdpir1 pPk
´
γ0
qq Ď Bdpipr2`r1q{2pRγkpPgqq Ď B
dpi
r2
pPk´γ0qq
and
Pωγ´k R Bdpiρ pP q.
This implies in particular
(3.3) Rγ
´
Bdpipr2`r1q{2pRγkpPgqq
¯
Ď Bdpipr2`r1q{2pRγkpPgqq.
Let D “ BUρ and I “ B
U
pr2`r1q{2
. For all γ P V0 the maps Φpγ
k, ¨q and Φpγ, ¨q
are defined on D and
I ¨ pπ|Uq´1
`
Rγk
`
Bdpiρ pP q
˘˘
respectively. Notice that the maps ΦU pγ
1, ¨q and Rγ1 are conjugate since
(3.4) ΦUpγ
1, ¨q “ pπ|Uq
´1 ˝ Rγ1 ˝ pπ|Uq
for any γ1 P G. Item (8) is directly implied from (3.3) using the conjuga-
tion relation above. Continuity of the map Φ implies item (7), after further
restriction of V0 if necessary. After possibly increasing k, items (3) and (4)
follow from the fact that the maps ΦU pγ
k, ¨q and ΦUpγ, ¨q have non-vanishing
Jacobians on the compact sets
D and I ¨ ΦUpγk, Dq,
by (3.4), and are contracting. 
4. Proof of Theorem 1.3
Given an element g P G or a set F Ă G we denote gat :“ atga´t and
similarly F at :“ atFa´t, for any t P R. Recall B
U
r denotes the ball of radius
r around e in U w.r.t. some fixed bi-invariant norm. Similarly for BNr and
BMAr .
Given functions h1, h2 P L
1pG{Γq, a point x P G{Γ and a bounded measur-
able set E Ă U denote:
Rph1, h2, x, Eq “
ş
E
h1puxqduş
E
h2puxqdu
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Hence, since at-normalizes U , and expands U for t ą 0, the ratio ergodic
theorem may be stated as follows: fixing B “ BUr ,
lim
tÑ8
Rph1, h2, x, B
atq “
ş
h1dµş
h2dµ
for µ-a.e. x P G{Γ,
whenever
ş
h2dµ ‰ 0.
We now begin the proof of Theorem 1.3. Let γ0 P Sµ be a hyperbolic
element for which αpγ0q P MA is well defined, i.e. Pk
´
γ0
‰ Pω where Pk´γ0
is the attracting fixed point of γ0 in P zG. Without loss of generality we
may assume the repelling fixed point admits Pk`γ0 ‰ P . Indeed, whenever
Pk`γ0 “ P then γ0 P P and consequently αpγ
´1
0 q “ pαpγ0qq
´1 in which case we
may replace γ0 by γ
´1
0 .
We need to show αpγ0q P Hµ. Assume otherwise by contradiction. Then
there exists an ε ą 0 for which BMAε pαpγ0qq, the ε-neighborhood of αpγ0q in
MA, is disjoint from Hµ. Let V0, D, I, k, c, R be the sets and constants chosen
in Lemma 3.1 for ε and γ0.
Fix some 0 ă η1 ă c{2. By Lemma 2.3 there exists a function witnessing
the singularity ℓ.µKµ for all ℓ P BMAε pαpγ0qq, more precisely there exists
f P CcpG{Γq and a constant δ ą 0 for which the function
fKpxq “ maxtfpvℓxq : v P B
N
δ peq, ℓ P B
MA
ε pαpγ0qqu
satisfies ş
fKdµş
fdµ
ă η1.
Fix some open precompact set Ω Ă G{Γ with µpΩq ą 0 and let rΩ be any
compact set containing a neighborhood ofď
ℓPBMAR
ℓ´1Ω.
Let η2 ą 0 be sufficiently small, to be made explicit later. By the ratio
ergodic theorem we may choose a constant T1 ą 0 large enough so that
(4.1) rΩ1 “ !x P rΩ ˇˇˇ RpfK, f, x, Iatq ă η1 @t ě T1)
satisfies
µprΩr rΩ1q
µprΩq ă 14η2.
We additionally require that T1 be large enough so that for any n P B
N
R and
ℓ P BMAR
(4.2) pnaT1 ¨ ℓq´1Ω Ď rΩ
and
(4.3) naT1 P BNδ
with R as in Lemma 3.1.
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Since Sµ X V0 ‰ H there exists some T2 ą T1 for which the set
rΩ2 “
$&%x “ gΓ P rΩ1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď
tPrT1,T2s
a´tgΓg
´1at X V0 ‰ H
,.-
satisfies
µprΩr rΩ2q
µprΩq ă min
#
η2
2
,
µpΩq
4µprΩq
+
.
This condition together with the ratio ergodic theorem ensures the existence
of a point x0 P G{Γ and a constant L ą e
T2 satisfying
(4.4) RpχrΩ2 , χrΩ, x0, BUL q ą 1´ η2
(4.5) Rpχ
ΩXrΩ2 , χrΩ, x0, BUL q ą µpΩq2µprΩq
A key component of Hochman’s proof of the ratio ergodic theorem is a multi-
dimensional variant of the Chacon-Ornstein Lemma [8, Thm. 1.2] stating that
for any fixed r ą 0:
(4.6)
ş
BprqB
U
R
h1puxqduş
BUR
h2puxqdu
ÝÑ
RÑ8
0
where BprqB
U
R “ B
U
R r B
U
R´r and h1, h2 P L
8pµq X L1pµq with
ş
h2dµ ‰ 0. We
may thus choose L large enough so as to additionally satisfy
(4.7)
ż
B
pR1eT2 q
BUL
χ
ΩXrΩ2pux0qdu ă 12
ż
BUL
χ
ΩXrΩ2pux0qdu
where R1 “ R ` radiuspDq.
In what follows, we shall focus our attention to the orbit tux0uuPBUL of x0.
Let mU denote Haar measure on U . Given a set E in G we denote
OE “ tu P B
U
L |ux0 P Eu.
Sets of particular interest are OΩ, OrΩ and OrΩ2.
Assumption (4.4) implies that out of the time in which x0’s U -orbit spends
inside rΩ, close to a full proportion of that time is spent inside the set rΩ2,
i.e. mU pO rΩrO rΩ2 q{mU pO rΩq is small (less than η2). The heart of the proof is an
argument employing the maps ΦUpγ
k
u, ¨q to “push” an impossible proportion
of OΩ into OrΩ r OrΩ2.
We show there exists a constant C0 ą 0 independent of η2 for which
(4.8) mU pOrΩ r OrΩ2q ě C0 ¨mUpOΩ XOrΩ2q
implying
η2 ą
p4.4q
mUpOrΩ r OrΩ2q
mUpOrΩq ě C0
mUpOΩ XOrΩ2q
mU pOrΩq ąp4.5q C0
µpΩq
2µprΩq .
Taking η2 small enough yields the desired contradiction.
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In order to prove (4.8) we construct a family of open sets contained in
OrΩrOrΩ2 and use a covering argument to bound the total mass of these sets.
Fix g0 P G for which x0 “ g0Γ. By definition, for any u0 P OrΩ2 there exists
tu0 P rT1, T2s and γu0 P G with
(4.9) γu0 P
`
a´tu0 pu0g0qΓpu0g0q
´1atu0
˘
X V0
with V0 Ă G as in Lemma 3.1. To the element u0 P OrΩ2 we associate the
following auxiliary function Ψu0 : D Ñ U defined by
Ψu0pvq “
`
ΦU
`
γku0, v
˘˘atu0 u0.
Lemma 4.1. For all u0 P OrΩ2
(4.10) Ψu0pDq XOrΩ2 “ H.
The proof of this lemma follows along the lines of the proof of Proposi-
tion 2.2 given in §2. Recall that points in OrΩ2 have a “good” ratio ergodic
average, in the sense of (4.1). In Proposition 2.2, we have shown that given
a µ-generic point for which its geodesic past at time t is close to a closed
geodesic of some approximate type, we may reparameterize its horospherical
orbit to deduce it has a “bad” ratio ergodic average over a ball in U of size
et. In the case where t may be taken to be arbitrarily large we derive a direct
contradiction to the ratio ergodic theorem.
The underlying reason that was implicitly behind the argument establishing
that the ratio ergodic average on a ball of size et is “bad” in this case is the
fact that ΦUpγu0 , ¨q maps a ball around the identity into itself whenever γu0 is
sufficiently close to a contracting normalizing element of U . For a general γu0
this is not necessarily true.
By the way we have set things up, balls centered at points in Ψu0pDq are
mapped into a subset of themselves by ΦU pγu0, ¨q, in which case “bad” ratio
ergodic averages are implied, that is to say these points are not contained in
OrΩ2, as claimed in (4.10).
•u0
Du0
• v
•w
Iatw
Ψu0pDq
Ψu0
Figure 3. Elements in Lemma 4.1 associated to a point u0 P OrΩ2.
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Proof of Lemma 4.1. Fix u0 P OrΩ2 and set γ “ γu0 and t “ tu0 . By item (1)
of Lemma 3.1 the map Φpγk, ¨q is well defined on D. Fix v P D and denote
(4.11) w “ Ψu0pvq “ pΦUpγ
k, vqqatu0.
We would like to prove w R OrΩ2. To that end, it would suffice to show
RpfK, f, wx0, I
atq ą η1.
By (4.9), the element
γ1 “ pu0g0q
´1atγa´tpu0g0q
is contained in Γ. For any v in the domain of definition of ΦUpγ, ¨q we have
vatu0g0γ
1 “ atva´tu0g0γ
1 “ atpvγqa´tu0g0 “
“ atpΦN pγ, vq ¨ ΦMApγ, vq ¨ ΦU pγ, vqqa´tu0g0 “(4.12)
“ pΦN pγ, vqq
at ¨ ΦMApγ, vq ¨ pΦUpγ, vqq
at ¨ u0g0.
Denote
v1 “ ΦU pγ
k, vq.
By item (2) of Lemma 3.1 the map Φpγ, ¨q is well defined on I ¨ v1. Hence for
any u P I and w as in (4.11), equation (4.12) implies
uatwx0 “puv
1qatu0x0(4.13)
“pΦN pγ, uv
1qqat ¨ ΦMApγ, uv
1q ¨ pΦUpγ, uv
1qqat ¨ u0x0.
Lemma 3.1 ensures the different terms of (4.13) are well controlled. Item (6)
states that ΦNpγ, uv
1q P BNR hence by the choice of T1 in (4.3) we are ensured
that conjugation by at admits
pΦN pγ, uv
1qq
at P BNδ .
On the other hand item (7) of Lemma 3.1 gives that
ΦMApγ, uv
1q P BMAε pαpγ0qq.
Recall the definition of the function fK:
fKpxq “ maxtfpvℓxq : v P B
N
δ peq, ℓ P B
MA
ε pαpγ0qqu.
We thus see that
fpuatwx0q ď fK
`
pΦU pγ, uv
1qq
at ¨ u0x0q
˘
.(4.14)
In order to estimate the ratio ergodic average along Iatwx0 we need some
control over ΦU . Item (8) of Lemma 3.1 applied to the point v
1 states that
(4.15) ΦU pγ, Iv
1q Ď Iv1
and item (4) states that
(4.16) c ă |Jacuv1pΦUpγ, ¨qq|.
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All of the above support the following calculation:ż
I
fpuatwx0qdu
p4.14q
ď
ż
I
fK
`
pΦU pγ, uv
1qq
at ¨ u0x0
˘
du ď
p4.16q
ď c´1
ż
ΦU pγ,Iv1q
fKpu
atu0x0qdu ď
p4.15q
ď c´1
ż
Iv1
fKpu
atu0x0qdu “
p4.11q
“ c´1
ż
I
fKpu
atwx0qdu
hence
1 “ Rpf, f, wx0, I
atq ď c´1 ¨RpfK, f, wx0, I
atq.
Since η1 ă c{2 this implies w R OrΩ2 as required. 
As a corollary of the lemma above we obtain the following:
Lemma 4.2. For any u0 P OrΩ2
(4.17) Ψu0
`
D X pOΩu
´1
0 q
a´t
˘
Ď OrΩ r OrΩ2
where t “ tu0 as above.
Proof. Let v P D X pOΩu
´1
0 q
a´t . By the definition of OΩ we have
vatu0x0 P OΩx0 Ă Ω.
On the other hand, as in (4.12), we know
(4.18) vatu0x0 “ pΦNpγ
k, vqqat ¨ ΦMApγ
k, vq ¨ pΦUpγ
k, vqqatu0x0
therefore `
ΦU pγ
k, vq
˘at
u0x0 P
`
pΦN pγ
k, vqqat ¨ ΦMApγ
k, vq
˘´1
Ω.
Denote
nv “ ΦN pγ
k, vq and ℓv “ ΦMApγ
k, vq.
By item (5) in Lemma 3.1 we have nv P B
N
R , ℓv P B
MA
R . The construction
of rΩ and the choice of T1 in (4.2) ensure pnatv ¨ ℓvq´1Ω Ď rΩ. Hence we may
conclude
Ψu0pvq P OrΩ.
Since Ψu0
`
D X pOΩu
´1
0 q
a´t
˘
is contained in Ψu0pDq we deduce by Lemma 4.1
it is disjoint from OrΩ2 , implying the claim. 
We have thus shown that to every point in OrΩ2 corresponds an open set
contained in OrΩrOrΩ2 . Our aim is to show these sets add up to a non-negligible
mU measure. This is the content of the following covering argument.
Given any u0 P OrΩ2 we define
Ju0 “ Ψu0
`
Dalnpc{2q X pOΩu
´1
0 q
a´tu0
˘
.
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Note that Dalnpc{2q Ă D, since c P p0, 1q, and therefore
Ju0 Ď Ψu0
`
D X pOΩu
´1
0 q
a´tu0
˘
Ď OrΩ rOrΩ2 .
Lemma 4.3. There exists a constant C0 ą 0, depending only on the group U ,
the set D and the constants c and R of Lemma 3.1, satisfying
mU
¨˝ ď
u0PO rΩ2
Ju0 XB
U
L
‚˛ą C0 ¨mUpOΩ XOrΩ2q.
Note that the set on the left hand side is open in U and hence measurable.
Proof. Recall the set D is a ball in U around the identity, for convenience we
will use the metric notation D “ BUρ throughout the proof. Also recall`
BUr
˘as
“ asB
U
r a´s “ B
U
res
for any r ą 0 and s P R.
Set R1 “ R`ρ. Consider the following open cover of pOΩXOrΩ2qXBUL´R1eT2 :
F “
!
BU1
2
cρetu0
u0 : u0 P pOΩ XOrΩ2q XBUL´R1eT2
)
.
By the Besicovitch covering theorem [12, Theorem 2.7] there exists a constant
P , independent of F and pOΩ X OrΩ2q X BUL´R1eT2 , and a countable sub-cover
F 1 Ă F of balls centered at F “ tu1, u2, ...u for which
(4.19)
ÿ
B1PF 1
χB1 ď P.
We will focus our attention to the associated collection of sets tJuiuuiPF .
For any ui P F choose ti P rT1, T2s and γi P G satisfying
γi P pa´tipu0gqΓpu0gq
´1atiq X V0.
Item (3) in Lemma 3.1 gives that
(4.20) BUcr ¨ ΦUpγ
k
i , eq Ď ΦUpγ
k
i , B
U
r q Ď B
U
r ¨ ΦU pγ
k
i , eq
for all 0 ă r ă ρ.
Recall the explicit definitions of Ψui and Jui :
Ψuip¨q “
`
ΦU
`
γki , ¨
˘˘ati ui
Jui “
´
ΦU
´
γki , B
U
1
2
cρ
X pOΩu
´1
i q
a´ti
¯¯ati
ui.
If we denote
wi “ Ψuipeq “ pΦUpγ
k
i , eqq
atiui.
then the bounds given in (4.20) imply
(4.21) Jui Ď B
U
1
2
cρeti
wi
and
BUcρetiwi Ď ΨuipDq Ď B
U
ρetiwi.
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Item (5) of Lemma 3.1 states, in particular, that ΦUpγ
k
u0
, eq P BUR implying
wi P B
U
Reti
ui. Therefore
(4.22) BUcρetiwi Ď ΨuipDq Ď B
U
R1etiui
where R1 “ R ` ρ as defined earlier.
We would like to bound
ř
uiPF
χJui . Set
β “
cρ
2R1
ă 1.
We claim that given any ui, uj P F if Jui X Juj ‰ H then
β ď etj´ti ď β´1
and
dUpui, ujq ă 2β
´1R1eti
Indeed, if β ď etj´ti ď β´1 and }ui ´ uj}U ě 2β
´1R1eti then
dUpui, ujq ě maxt2R
1eti , 2R1etju
and by (4.22) we are ensured that ΨuipDq X ΨujpDq “ H and consequently
also Jui X Juj “ H. On the other hand, if e
tj´ti ă β and v P Jui X Juj then
by (4.21) and (4.22) we have
dUpuj, wiq ď dUpuj, vq ` dUpv, wiq ă R
1etj `
1
2
cρeti
ă βR1eti `
1
2
cρeti “ cρeti
•ui
•wi
1
2
3
4
5
6
Legend
1 — Jui
2 — BU1
2
cρeti
wi
3 — BU
cρeti
wi
4 — ΨuipDq
5 — BU
R1eti
ui
6 — Bi
Figure 4. The different sets in Lemma 4.3
associated to a point ui P F .
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implying uj P ΨuipDq and hence OrΩ2 X ΨuipDq ‰ H, in contradiction to
Lemma 4.1, establishing the claim.
To any uj P F let
Bj “ B
U
1
2
cρe
tjuj
be the corresponding ball in F 1. We have thus shown that for any ui, if Juj
intersects Jui then
1
2
cρβeti ď radiuspBjq ď
1
2
cρβ´1eti
and
Bj XB
U
2β´1R1etiui ‰ H.
Furthermore, Since cρ ă R1, we have
Bj Ă B
U
3β´1R1etiui
The number of such Bj-s contained in B
U
3β´1R1eti
ui is bounded above by
P ¨
mUpB
U
3β´1R1eti
q
mUpBU1
2
cρβeti
q
“ P
ˆ
6R1
cρβ2
˙d´1
“ 3d´1P
ˆ
2pR ` ρq
cρ
˙3pd´1q
“ C
where d´ 1 “ dimU and P is the Besicovitch covering constant from (4.19).
Consequently if we denote the above constant by C thenÿ
uiPF
χJui ď C.
Note that since F Ď BU
L´R1eT2
, by (4.22) we know all Jui are contained in
BUL . We may therefore conclude
mU
¨˝ ď
uPO rΩ2
Ju XB
U
L
‚˛ě mU
˜ď
uiPF
Jui
¸
ě C´1
ÿ
uiPF
mUpJuiq.
We shall now estimate the mU -measure of each Jui . Let ϕi : U Ñ U be
defined by
ϕipuq “ u
atiui
for all u P U . We may rewrite the definition of Jui as
Jui “ pϕi ˝ ΦU pγ
k
i , ¨qq
´´
BU1
2
cρeti
ui XOΩ
¯a´ti
u´1i
¯
“
“ pϕi ˝ ΦU pγ
k
i , ¨q ˝ ϕ
´1
i qpBi XOΩq
Note that the Jacobian Jacupϕiq is constant ” e
pd´1qti over all of U . By
the uniform bound on the Jacobian of ΦU pγ
k
u0
, ¨q on D given in item (4) of
Lemma 3.1 we have
|Jacvpϕi ˝ ΦUpγ
k
i , ¨q ˝ ϕ
´1
i q| ą c
for all v P D, and consequently
mUpJuiq ą c ¨mU pBi XOΩq .
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Hence
mU
¨˝ ď
uPO rΩ2
Ju XB
U
L
‚˛ě C´1 ÿ
uiPF
mUpJuiq ě
ě
c
C
ÿ
uiPF
mU pBi XOΩq ě
ě
c
C
mU
`
pOΩ XOrΩ2q XBUL´ReT2˘
where the last inequality follows from the fact that F 1 is a cover of the set
pOΩ XOrΩ2q XBUL´ReT2 . Making use of assumption (4.7) which states
mU
`
pOΩ XOrΩ2q XBUL´ReT2˘ ą 12mUpOΩ XOrΩ2q
we conclude
mU
¨˝ ď
uPO rΩ2
Ju XB
U
L
‚˛ą c
2C
mU pOΩ XOrΩ2q,
proving the claim with C0 “
c
2C
. 
Joining the results of lemmata 4.1–4.3 we deduce
mU pOrΩ r OrΩ2q ě mU
¨˝ ď
uPO rΩ2
Ju XB
U
L
‚˛ě C0 ¨mUpOΩ XOrΩ2q
thus concluding the proof of Theorem 1.3.
5. Consequences of the Main Theorem
5.1. MA-quasi-invariance. We shall now prove our first corollary of the
main theorem, giving a sufficient condition for MA-quasi-invariance in the
context of a general discrete group Γ:
Corollary 1.4. Let Γ be any discrete subgroup of G and let µ be any U-
e.i.r.m. on G{Γ. If Sµ contains a Zariski dense subgroup of G then µ is
MA-quasi-invariant.
The corollary above for d “ 2 includes the case of weakly-tame surfaces
introduced by Sarig in [21]. Such hyperbolic surfaces satisfy a condition that
all geodesic rays ta´tgΓutě0 intersect an infinite number of times pairs of pants
with bounded “norm” (sum of the lengths of closed geodesics bounding the
pair of pants). This condition implies the existence of a sequence tn Ñ 8
for which a´tngΓg
´1atn contains a free group generated by two hyperbolic
elements γ1 and γ2, with uniformly separated fixed points on BH
2. This in
turn implies that SgΓ contains a non-elementary and Zariski dense subgroup.
Proof of Corollary 1.4. Let H “ xαpSµqy be the metric closure of the group
generated by αpSµq inMA. By Theorem 1.3, H Ď Hµ. We want to show that
MA Ď H .
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For a hyperbolic element γ let
ℓpγq “ inf
zPHd
dHdpz, γ.zq
denote the translation length of γ. Recall that ℓpmatq “ |t| for any mat P MA.
Kim [9], generalizing a theorem by Dal’bo [4] (see also [5, Ch.III Thm.3.6]),
proved the length spectrum of any non-elementary subgroup of G is non-
arithmetic. Therefore there exist γ1, γ2 P Sµ for which xℓpγ1q, ℓpγ2qy is a dense
subgroup of R. We show in §3 that given any hyperbolic element γ, amongst
αpγq, αpγ´1q at least one is not equal to e. Hence without loss of generality
we may assume αpγiq ‰ e for both i “ 1, 2. Since αpγiq and γi are conjugate,
they have equal translation lengths and therefore
xℓ pαpγ1qq , ℓ pαpγ2qqy
is dense in R. We thus conclude MzαpSµq generates a dense subgroup in
MzMA implying MzH “ A. This completes the proof for d “ 2.
We claim that for d ě 4 the commutator subgroup ofH admits rH,Hs “M .
Recall equation (3.2) in §3 stating that for any hyperbolic γ with αpγq ‰ e
there exist n P N and u P U satisfying
γ “ pnuq´1αpγqpnuq.
Suppose αpSµq is not Zariski dense in the groupMA (considered as a real alge-
braic group). Then there is a subvariety V ĂMA of strictly lower dimension
containing αpSµq.
The map Ψ : N ˆMA ˆ U Ñ G defined by pn, a1, uq ÞÑ pnuq´1a1pnuq is
algebraic, and is a dominant morphism (the image contains a Zariski open
dense set). Under the above non-density assumption Sµ X Imagepψq is con-
tained in ΨpN ˆ V ˆ Uq. Since ΨpN ˆ V ˆ Uq is a constructible subset of G
of lower dimension, it follows that Sµ is contained in a proper subvariety of
G, a contradiction.
Therefore αpSµq is Zariski dense in the group MA. Consequently, rH,Hs
is Zariski dense in rMA,MAs “ rM,Ms (considered as an algebraic group).
The group M is isomorphic as a Lie group to the simple Lie group SOpd´ 1q,
hence rM,Ms “ M (also as Lie groups) and moreover any closed proper
subgroup of M is contained in a proper algebraic subgroup of M . It follows
that rH,Hs “ rM,Ms “M for d ě 4.
The case of d “ 3 is handled separately in the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.1. Let Σ be a Zariski dense subgroup of
G “ SO`p3, 1q – PSL2pCq,
then xαpΣqy is dense in MA w.r.t the metric topology.
It seems this fact was already known to the experts; in particular, as pointed
out to us by Hee Oh this lemma follows from combining [15, Prop. 6.3] with
[13, Thm. 1.1].
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Proof of Lemma 5.1. Denote
H “ xαpΣqy.
We have seen in the proof of the general case of Corollary 1.4 that H is Zariski
dense in MA and also MzH “ A. In particular, H is a closed uncountable
subgroup of MA and is hence non-discrete. We shall think of MA ă SL2pCq
as Cˆ.
Assume by contradiction that H ň MA. Fixing a branch of the logarithm
on C containing 1 and considering logH on a small neighborhood of 1, we
may deduce H0, the identity component of H , is a one-parameter subgroup
of the form tetωutPR for some ω P C.
We claim ω R R Y iR. Indeed, the group H has at most a countable set of
connected components and therefore the fact that MzH “ A implies ω R iR.
On the other hand, if ω was contained in R then H would have been equal to
a finite union of rays emanating from the origin, contradicting the fact that
H is Zariski dense in MA (over R). We thus conclude H0 is a winding spiral
in Cˆ and
H “
ď
0ďlďm´1
tθletωutPR
is a finite union of rotated copies of H0, where θ P C is an m-th root of unity.
In SL2pCq the map α sends every hyperbolic element in G to its eigenvalue
inside the unit disc. Therefore xαpΣqy is the group generated by all eigenvalues
of hyperbolic elements of Σ.
Claim. There exists γ0 P Σ with eigenvalues ρ, ρ
´1 contained in H0 and sat-
isfying tracepγ2k0 q P H
0 for all large k.
Assuming the claim above, there exist sk P R and t ą 0 with
eskω “ tracepγ2k0 q and e
tω “ ρ.
Since tracepγ2k0 q “ ρ
2k ` ρ´2k we know
eskω “ e2ktω ` e´2ktω
and
(5.1) e´4ktω “ epsk´2ktqω ´ 1.
Recall that Repωq ‰ 0 hence Equation (5.1) implies
|sk ´ 2kt| ÝÑ
kÑ8
0.
Let argpzq P R{2πZ denote the complex argument of a number z P Cˆ. Set
(5.2) ε “ dR{2πZ pargpωq, 2argpωqq ,
the distance between argpωq and 2argpωq in R{2πZ, and note that ε ą 0 since
ω R R. Equation (5.1) implies the following relation
k p4tImpωqq ” ´ argpepsk´2ktqω ´ 1q ” ´ arg
ˆ
epsk´2ktqω ´ 1
sk ´ 2kt
˙
mod 2π
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for all large k. Using the Taylor expansion erω “ 1` rω `Opr2q we deduce
k p4tImpωqq ” ´argpωq `Opsk ´ 2ktq mod 2π.
Set β “ 4tImpωq and let k0 be large enough so that for all k ě k0
dR{2πZ pkβ,´argpωqq ă ε{4.
On the one hand we are ensured that
dR{2πZ p2k0β,´argpωqq ă ε{4,
but on the other hand, multiplication by 2 in R{2πZ implies
dR{2πZ p2k0β,´2argpωqq ă ε{2
and consequently
dR{2πZ pargpωq, 2argpωqq ă 3ε{4
in contradiction to the definition of ε in (5.2).
We are left with proving the existence of such a γ0 P Σ as claimed. Re-
call that the group xαpΣqy is generated by the eigenvalues of all hyperbolic
elements in Σ, therefore conjugating Σ would leave this group unchanged,
i.e. xαpgΣg´1qy “ xαpΣqy for any g P G.
Let η be any fixed hyperbolic element of Σ. By conjugating Σ if necessary
we may assume without loss of generality that η is a diagonal matrix in MA
η “
„
λ
λ´1

with λ P Cˆ and |λ| ą 1. Note that λ, λ´1 P H .
Let
γ “
„
a b
c d

P Σ.
The element
η´nγη´n “
„
λ´2na b
c λ2nd

of Σ has an eigenvalue e`n “ λ
2nd`Opλ´2nq. This can be seen by considering
the trace of the matrix, which is the sum of its two reciprocal eigenvalues.
Therefore both e`n and λ
´2n are contained in H implying e`n λ
´2n P H for all
n. Due to the fact that H Y t0u is closed in C we conclude d P H Y t0u.
The 22-coefficient of the matrix γηnγ´1 in Σ is equal to
rγηnγ´1s22 “ λ
´nad´ λnbc.
By the argument above
pλ´nad´ λnbcqλ´n “ ´bc` λ´2nad
is contained in HYt0u for all n implying ´bc P HYt0u. Denote ∆pγq “ ´bc.
We have thus shown ∆pγq P H Y t0u for any γ P Σ.
Furthermore,
γ2 “
„
˚ b ¨ tracepγq
c ¨ tracepγq ˚

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implying
(5.3) ∆pγ2q “ ∆pγq ¨ ptracepγqq2 P H Y t0u.
Since Σ is Zariski dense in G there exists a hyperbolic element γ1 satisfying
∆pγm1 q ‰ 0 where m “ |H{H0|. Denote γ0 “ γ
m
1 . By (5.3) and the fact that
∆pγ0q P H , we know ptracepγ0qq
2 P H . Actually,
∆pγq ‰ 0 ùñ ∆pγ2q “ ∆pγq ¨ ptracepγqq2 ‰ 0
whenever γ is hyperbolic (i.e. has | trace | ą 2), ensuring
ptracepγ2k0 qq
2 P H for all k.
Denote γ0’s eigenvalue outside the unit disc by ρ P C
ˆ. Since γ0 “ γ
m
1 we
are ensured that ρ, ρ´1 P H0. Recall
ptracepγ2k0 qq
2 “ pρ2k ` ρ´2kq2 “ ρ4k ` ρ´4k ` 2
implying
|ptracepγ2kqq2 ´ ρ4k| ă 3.
Therefore whenever k is large enough ptracepγ2k0 qq
2 and ρ4k are contained inside
the same coset of H0, or in other words ptracepγ2k0 qq
2 P H0. The subgroup
H0 is isomorphic to pR,`q and therefore contains a unique square root to any
element, implying
tracepγ2k0 q P H
0
for all large k, as claimed. 
Assuming weaker conditions on Sµ we receive:
Corollary 5.2. Let Γ be any discrete subgroup of G and let µ be any U-
e.i.r.m. on G{Γ. If Sµ contains a non-elementary subgroup of G, then the
projected measure pπMq˚µ on MzG{Γ – T
1pHd{Γq is A-quasi-invariant.
The claim follows directly from non-arithmeticity of the length spectrum [9]
and Theorem 1.3, as described in the proof of Corollary 1.4.
5.2. Measure Decomposition. Let Q “ UMA be a minimal parabolic.
Denote by π´ the quotient map g ÞÑ Qg onto QzG – S
d´1. The group G is
diffeomorphic to
U ˆM ˆ Aˆ pQzGq – U ˆM ˆ Aˆ Sd´1
The left action of UMA in these coordinates is easily computed as
(5.4) uma.pu1, m1, a1, ξq “ pupu1qma, mm1, aa1, ξq
where ξ P QzG and conjugation is denoted by gh “ hgh´1.
Fix ξ P QzG and two points g, h P G. Denote by gξ some element in Kg sat-
isfying π´pgξq “ ξ, respectively for hξ P Kh. Using the KAU decomposition
we write
hg´1ξ “ kabξpg,hqu.
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The function bξ : G ˆ G Ñ R above is called the Busemann function. This
function is usually defined over Hd – KzG and satisfies
|bξpg, hq| “ lim
tÑ8
dHdpKa´tgξ, Ka´thξq.
Given the point pξ “ pe, e, e, ξq one can verify that the right action of an
element γ P Γ is given by
pe, e, e, ξq.γ “ puppξγq, mppξγq, abξpγ´1,eq, ξγ
´1q
for some uppξγq P U and mppξγq PM depending on ξ and γ. Therefore
pu,m, at, ξq.γ “
`
upuppξγqq
mat , mmppξγq, at`bξpγ´1,eq, ξγ
´1
˘
.
A measure ν on Sd´1 – QzG is called Γ-conformal with parameter (or
dimension) β if
dγ˚ν
dν
pξq “ e´βbξpγ
´1,eq
for every γ P Γ and ξ P Sd´1, where γ acts on QzG on the right.
Lemma 5.3. Let µ be a U-ergodic and invariant and MA-quasi-invariant
Radon measure on G{Γ. Then µ is induced by a measure µ˜ on G presented in
U ˆM ˆ Aˆ Sd´1 coordinates as
dµ˜ “ eβtdνdmdtdu
where ν is a Γ-conformal measure with parameter β on Sd´1.
For the case of d “ 2 this correspondence was observed already in Burger’s
paper [3, §2.1], and has been highlighted by Babillot in her work, e.g. [1];
cf. also [11] by Ledrappier and Sarig. Note that this correspondence also
works the opposite way: starting from a Γ-conformal probability measure on
Sd´1 one can use the above recipe to obtain a U -invariant Radon measure on
G{Γ.
Proof. Recall that whenever an ergodic measure µ is quasi-invariant with re-
spect to a group H then there exists some character χ : H Ñ R satisfying for
all h P H
h.µ “ χphqµ.
SinceM is compact it has no non-trivial continuous characters into R implying
µ is M-invariant. On the other hand, A-quasi-invariance implies there exists
α P R for which
at.µ “ e
αtµ.
Let µ˜ be the lift of µ to a Γ-invariant measure on G. Therefore µ˜ may be
presented in U ˆM ˆ A ˆ Sd´1 coordinates as
dµ˜ “ eβtdνdmdtdu
where ν is some finite measure on Sd´1. Note that β “ α´pd´ 1q since (5.4)
implies that applying at on the left induces a change of variable u
1 “ uat with
du1
du
“ epd´1qt.
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We will show that Γ-invariance of µ˜ implies that ν is Γ-conformal with
parameter β. Fix γ P Γ and denote Bξ “ bξpγ
´1, eq. Given f P CcpGq we
compute ż
fdµ˜ “
ż
fdγ˚µ˜ “
ż
f ppu,m, at, ξq.γq dµ˜ “
“
ż
f
`
upuppξγqq
mat , mmppξγq, at`Bξ , ξγ
´1
˘
dµ˜
note that uppξγq is independent of u and mppξγq independent of m, therefore
by Fubini’s theorem we get
... “
ż
f
`
u,m, at`Bξ , ξγ
´1
˘
dµ˜ “
“
ż
pf ˝ aBξq
`
u
a´Bξ , m, at, ξγ
´1
˘
dµ˜ “
“
ż
f
`
u
a´Bξ , m, at, ξγ
´1
˘
dpaBξ .µ˜q “
“
ż
f
`
u
a´Bξ , m, at, ξγ
´1
˘
eαBξdµ˜ “
using the change of variable u1 “ ua´Bξ with du1 “ epd´1qBξdu gives
... “
ż
f
`
u1, m, at, ξγ
´1
˘
epα´pd´1qqBξ`βtdνdmdtdu1 “
“
ż
f pu1, m, at, ξq e
βpBξ`tqdγ˚νdmdtdu
1.
Thus implying
dγ˚ν
dν
pξq “ e´βbξpγ
´1,eq
as required. 
5.3. Regular covers of Geometrically Finite Manifolds. Recall the fol-
lowing definition of a geometrically finite discrete group:
Definition 5.1. [16, Chapter 12.4]
(1) A fundamental polyhedron P Ď Hd of a subgroup Γ0 is called exact if
every face of P is the intersection of P and Pγ for some γ P Γ0.
(2) A polyhedron P is called geometrically finite if for each point x P P XBHd
there exists a neighborhood V such that all faces of P meeting V also pass
through x.
(3) A discrete group Γ0 ă G is called geometrically finite if it has a convex,
exact, geometrically finite fundamental polyhedron in Hd.
This definition is equivalent to Γ0 having only conical and parabolic limit
points, see [16, Theorem 12.4.5]. For d “ 2, 3 this definition is equivalent to Γ0
having a finite-sided fundamental polyhedron in Hd. Both lattices and convex
cocompact subgroups are examples of geometrically finite discrete subgroups.
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Whenever teu ‰ Γ⊳Γ0 the space G{Γ is a regular cover of the geometrically
finite hyperbolic manifold G{Γ0.
Corollary 1.1. Let Γ0 be a geometrically finite Zariski dense discrete subgroup
of G and let teu ‰ Γ⊳ Γ0. Let µ be a U-e.i.r.m. on G{Γ. Then the following
trichotomy holds, either:
(1) µ is supported on a wandering horosphere.
(2) µ is supported on a lift to G{Γ of a horosphere in G{Γ0 bounding a cusp.
(3) µ is MA-quasi-invariant.
We remark that (as pointed out to us by Hee Oh), this result gives a new
proof that the Burger-Roblin measure on G{Γ for geometrically finite Zariski
dense subgroups is the unique U -invariant non-periodic recurrent measure on
G{Γ, based on Sullivan’s theorem that there is only one atom-free Γ-conformal
measure supported on the limit set [22], in particular, that the Burger-Roblin
measure is ergodic on G{Γ. This case was shown by Winter [24]; Cf. also [14,
Thm. 5.7] for another proof of this measure classification in the geometrically
finite context.
The group G may be identified with the frame bundle of hyperbolic d-space.
Let π´ : G Ñ BH
d denote the projection onto the boundary of hyperbolic
space, where π´pgq is defined as the limit of the geodesic trajectory ta´tgutě0.
Recall the limit set ΛΓ associated to a discrete group Γ ă G is defined as
the set of accumulation points of gΓ in BHd for some (and hence any) g P G.
An equivalent definition for the limit set of Γ is the minimal closed Γ-invariant
subset of BHd.
A limit point ξ P ΛΓ is called conical if for for some (hence every) g P π
´1pξq
the geodesic ray ta´tgΓutě0 in G{Γ returns infinitely often within a bounded
distance of gΓ. A limit point is called parabolic if it is fixed by a parabolic
element of Γ.
Denote by ΛparΓ0 and Λ
con
Γ0
the parabolic and conical limit points of ΛΓ0 . Note
that ΛparΓ0 is countable. For a geometrically finite group Γ0, any limit point is
either conical or parabolic [16, Theorem 12.4.5], i.e.
ΛΓ0 “ Λ
par
Γ0
Y ΛconΓ0 .
Whenever teu ‰ Γ ⊳ Γ0 then ΛΓ “ ΛΓ0. Clearly ΛΓ Ď ΛΓ0 . Indeed, for
ξ P ΛΓ there exists g P G and γi P Γ with
ξ “ lim
iÑ8
gγi.
Therefore, given any γ0 P Γ0
ξγ0 “ lim
iÑ8
gγiγ0 “ lim
iÑ8
pgγ0qγ
1
i
for γ1i P Γ, where the last equality follows from the fact that γ0 normalizes Γ.
Since the limit set of a discrete group does not depend on the choice of “base
point” g (or gγ0) we conclude ξγ0 P ΛΓ implying ΛΓ is Γ0-invariant and hence
by minimality ΛΓ0 Ď ΛΓ, as claimed.
We may thus conclude
(5.5) ΛΓ “ Λ
par
Γ0
Y ΛconΓ0 .
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Proof of Corollary 1.1. Let π´ : GÑ BH
d be the projection discussed above.
Note that π´pugq “ π´pgq for any g P G and u P U . By (5.5) we know
BHd “ pBHd r ΛΓq Y¨ Λ
par
Γ0
Y¨ ΛconΓ0
This partition of BHd induces via π´1´ a partition of G into U -invariant sets.
Ergodicity implies either:
(1) µ is supported inside π´1´ pBH
d r ΛΓq{Γ
(2) µ is supported inside π´1´ pΛ
par
Γ0
q{Γ
(3) µ is supported inside π´1´ pΛ
con
Γ0
q{Γ
These three cases correspond respectively to the ones presented in the theo-
rem. In case (1) the measure µ is supported on a set of horospheres wandering
into a funnel. Ergodicity implies that µ is supported on a single wandering
horosphere.
For case (2), by ergodicity (and the fact that ΛparΓ0 is a countable set) there
is a single Γ-orbit ξ.Γ P ΛparΓ0 {Γ so that µ is supported inside π
´1
´ pξ.Γq{Γ.
Applying ergodicity once again we see that p˚µ must give full measure to a
single horosphere bounding the cusp around ξ.Γ0.
Assume case (3), then for µ-a.e gΓ, the projected geodesic ray
p pta´tgΓutě0q “ ta´tgΓ0utě0
returns infinitely often to a compact set in G{Γ0. Hence there exist sequences
γn P Γ0 and tn Ñ 8 for which a´tngγn converges to some g0 P G. Using the
fact that Γ⊳ Γ0 we deduce
a´tngΓg
´1atn “ a´tng
`
γnΓγ
´1
n
˘
g´1atn Ñ g0Γg
´1
0
and therefore
g0Γg
´1
0 Ď Sµ.
Note that Z-clpΓq, the Zariski closure of Γ, is invariant under conjugation
by G “ Z-clpΓ0q. Therefore since G is a simple Lie group we deduce Γ and
also g0Γg
´1
0 are Zariski dense. Corollary 1.4 implies the measure µ is MA-
quasi-invariant. 
5.4. Bounded Injectivity Radius. The injectivity radius at a point x in
G{Γ is defined as
radinjpxq “ suptr : v1x ‰ v2x @v1, v2 P B
G
r u.
Corollary 1.2. Let Γ ă G be a purely-hyperbolic discrete subgroup with
inf ℓpΓq ą 0. Let µ be any U-e.i.r.m. Then one of the following holds:
(1) limtÑ8 radinjpa´txq “ 8 for µ-a.e. x.
(2) Hµ is cocompact in MA.
Whenever Hµ is cocompact in MA there exists a character χ : Hµ Ñ R
satisfying
ℓ.µ “ χpℓqµ for all ℓ P Hµ.
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This character may be uniquely extended to all of MA. Indeed, χ extends
trivially to MHµ and extends linearly to MA using the fact that MzMHµ is
cocompact in MzMA – R. The measure
λ “
ż
MA{Hµ
χpℓ´1qℓ.µ dmMA{Hµpℓq
on G{Γ is Radon U -invariant and MA-quasi-invariant. Furthermore, by our
construction ma.λ “ χpmaqλ for any ma PMA. In other words, under these
conditions the measure µ is an ergodic component of a measure of the form
eβtdνdmdtdu where ν is a Γ-conformal measure on Sd´1.
Proof. Whenever radinjpgΓq ă R there exist v1, v2 P B
G
R with v1 ‰ v2 satisfying
v1v
´1
2 gΓ “ gΓ, implying
v1v
´1
2 P gΓg
´1 XBG2R.
Note that the map
x ÞÑ lim inf
tÑ8
radinjpa´txq
fromG{Γ to p0,8s is U -invariant and measurable and therefore constant µ-a.s.
Assume that
lim inf
tÑ8
radinjpa´txq ă 8 µ-a.s.
Then for µ-a.e. gΓ P G{Γ there exists R ą 0 and sequences tn Ñ 8 and
γn P Gr teu satisfying
γn P a´tngΓg
´1atn XB
G
2R.
Let γ0 P B
G
2R be an accumulation point of the sequence γn. Since the length of
a hyperbolic element is preserved by conjugation, and since inf ℓpΓq “ c ą 0
we are ensured that γ0 is hyperbolic with ℓpγ0q ě c. Therefore Sµ contains
a non-trivial hyperbolic element and Theorem 1.3 implies MzMHµ ‰ teu,
proving the claim. 
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